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Translator s notes
'

('The Communist Workers
•Pie Kommunistische a rbe iter-da ternat ional
International' ) was first published in German in Berlin in 1923 ^nd
has been republished by Kommunismen Verlag (Postbox .61, 2880, BAGSY- ,RD
Copenhagen, Denmark), This translation is made from that text.
Some sections were published in English in 1924 in The orkers bread
orld revolution', 'The International worknought under the titles
and 'The International and the World Revolution'
ers' Revolution'
These were translations of sections I, II, III, and VIII with the preamble. However, there were many inaccuracies, 'Kronstadt uprising' was
for example. Similar inaccuracies
rendered as 'Menshevik uprising'
are to be found in the translation of Sorter's Open Letter (1920)
published in the same paper and suggest that translation was done
from .a pre-publication draft.
Specifically German terms have been translated exactly, a rbe ieterrdt
B e tr e ibs organ isat ionen Industrieverbdnden have been translated as
workers' councils, factory organizations, and industrial unions. The
second, which was a revolutionary organization with a military function too, is not to be confused with jetreibsrdte translated here as
factory council, a body established to 'socialise industry' after 1918,
i.e, the social- democratic means for integrating the proletariat into
production. The term Union has been left untranslated (hence is always
underlined) as it was a revolutionary organization not be confused with
’
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the counter-revolutionary trade unions (Gewerkschaften )
This text is also available in French!
Invariance Beriell, n. 5»
C'31?G BRIGK OLGS France)
3.P.
(Jacques GaHaTTE
1 33
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The title has been misprinted. It iss
“The German Revolution and the spectre of the proletariat

...

-l.
Line l** should reads
"...ism and proletarian' centralism in the kail), didacticism
Goriimunist Pc-xty
and. blanguism in the VKPD Left (?) and the
_

of Italy’;”

The subsequent passage has been bruited and reads
in the
"There, was a labourite tradition, like that found
wea.ljFirst International and which continued, out
r
to the
theoretically speaking, into syndicalism, opposed
Jacobinto
influence of the tradition historically linked,
not emerge
ism and Fr eemasonary . The first tradition did
union
until the end of the German .revolution, the single
occupof
(a ha), which wished to use the factory instead
supported
ation as its basis, and which programmatically
an anti-party worker ism."
s.
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Page 10 Line Is
and
"Fusion with -the 'national capitalist Asian movement
submission to it."
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Page 16 Lines 1-2
wool in
"12. Just as the proletariat in all countries is a
and reactthe hands of the social-democratic, bourgeois
ionary parties, for the maintenance of capitalism...
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The History
ciince a new generation of critics have again questioned the official workers'
movement including its left and ''leftism”, considering them to be a movement and
current of capital, after the nth, confirmation of their role in the events of the
60 's from iiatts to laris and Gdansk, profound research became necessary in order
to place the tradition of marxism of the Second International, then of social-democracy, in the historical context of the development of capitalist society.
,

'

The reciscovery of the Spanish Civil jar, of the real movement including the
Russian revolution and other minor events in the. history of the revolution (a
history which today can no longer be kept in the bounds of the epoch of the birth
and maturity of capitalism, as iiarx and Bordiga wished), quickly showed that the
history of the German revolution had an exceptional importance due to the capitalist development of the German zone in relation to other historical experiences
(Russia, Finland, Hungary, Italy, China, and, then, Spain).

The facts that interest us here and in the next two parts of this introduction
are those that can be said to belong ’to the break because they tended to break
with the political-trade unionist establishment of various uurrents, parties, and
organizations of official German socialism (social -democracy and centrism, later
affiliated to the Third International), i.e. with the workers' movement.
1

Presently, with a single exception, the history of the German revolutionary
movement has been written on the level of organizations (l), that is, of forms of
representation that the movement gave itself and which autononized themselves from
it. In fact, they were only subjectively revolutionary in the short period, of 1918
to the spring of 1921, thus allowing all the movement's political and military
forms to have a stabilizing and organizing function outside the periods of strong
activity.

This function reveals the possible content, and this was often realized by the
movement, as a radical left of capital. Really, aside from some brief moments of
confrontation (which, despite all, revealed a very important aggressiveness in a
certain group of proletarians), the foundations of the German left had a real
goal in assuring the social survival of a part of the class .of which they were
the expression, i.e, the most radical categories of the proletariat. Obviously
that problems posed themselves which were not those belonging; to an entirely
anti-capitalist revolution, but only to a revolution against the then capitalist
misery.
By leaving out of this discourse a 'realist' judgement which should accept the
'historical conditions' and should limit the critique (and consequently the perspective perhaps possible today) one can show the double character of this revolution, and so too oven while its communist left broke with the workers' parties,
pari iamentarianism,,.. trade unions, and workers' and. soldiers' councils which emerged at the end of the war as a base for 'direct' democracy for a social-republican
constitution.
,

The double character appears clearly to us today, to us who have seen the end
of the revolution, Hut it is equally clear that the function of organizations
(u nione n and HetreibsrM.t& ) assumed by the most radical masses of the proletariat
Invariance Gerie II, no. 4, 19?*h
(*) Translated from the French?
(l) The basic work for historic al research on the left of the German revolution
is eyndicalismus und L inkskommunismus von 1918-1923 by H.li, Bock (heisenheiman-Glan, 1969) from which the essential information in: la u-auche iillemande et
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la question syndicate dans la Illme Internationale (Kommunistisk Urogram, Copenhagen, 1971) was taken, and also for La Gauche nlleman.de (Texts) Tour I' hist
oire du mouvement communiste en nllemagne de 1918 a 1921 by Lenis authier (Paris/
Brignoles/i'lapl os
1973) ^vcr. If a third text le IbfPD et. l_e mouvement proletarien
by Jacques Gamatte ( Invariance eerie II, no. 1, 1971 ) owes a lot of its information to Bock, it has been up to the present the only analysis that attempts to
go beyond the forms of representation in trying: to see what were (ho common hopes
of this movement and that of the most advanced currents of the movement of revolt
in Germany and Italy. at the end of the 60' s. It also tries, on the: basis of previous works, to make formulations useful for the new description of the historical
development of the capitalist economy. This text of 'Invariance' makes a periodiz'
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and which left the official trade unions, even those affiliated to the iuird International rs always ambiguous. They were set up very late (1919-20) (2) and in
the context of self -management demands over economic life - necessary demands due
to the very unusual character of the categories in question which ought to have
beaten material misery by assuring, even violently, the setting in motion again
of the German productive apparatus which was largely damaged by the post-war crisis.

The German radical movement did not have, therefore, an economic-wage struggle
character (trade unionist), but a managerial ( council is t) character of construction since the economy had to be rebuilt, and that is where one sees how far this
experience remained prisoner of the reaction of negation of the traditional capitalist order and tended to realize the immediate being of the proletariat, ihus
there was no prospect of a positive supercession by means ox the self-negation of
the capitalist proletarian class.
Beyond the limits of the radical movement itself, which was never more than
500,000 workers regrouped in the bnionen ( 3 ) according to the historians, one
also has to introduce a further unfavourable characteristic before completing
the study of the Linksradicalen the Russian revolution.
»
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There it was a revolution with a capitalist goal; the intensive development of
an extremely young industrial economy, since the bourgeois class had neither the
strength nor the courage to advance the economy (in the midst of the problems
created by the war) and prefered maintaining conditions even hindering the process
situation that was
ofr reproducing workers' labour power, so plunging Russia into a
the
only capitalwas
this
revolution
almost pre- industrial the working class in
aside
the old
to
cast
will
historical
ist category with a sufficiently radical
however
accumulation,
capitalist
modern
apparatus and open the way to a stable and
to assattempting
itself
and
sense,
without the bourgeois class, in the classical
econRussian
the
market,
war,
the
the
ume management and planning, (later, due to
only
was
that
bourgeoisie,
world
the
omic structure, and the political delay of
realized by going over from workers' management to despotic management by the
state through anonymous capital. The mimicry by men was changed, but not their
submission to the logic of capitalist society.)
;

,

.

,

as in any break, the Russian break set men and passions in motion. The soviets
and councils, as well as the currents of the revolution (left- 4 olsheviks and then
the anarchists) were understood as the expression of a new revolutionary creativeven
ity, But their historical and social limits prevented them from succeeding,
indnational
with the global view, in cutting the .Gordian knot of politics, i.e.
like
if
even
ependence, pari iamentar ianism front ism, as Goiter's critique shows,
political
all his contemporaries, he placed himself in a world of expressions and
formations without going on to criticize the real content. (Judging by the dominamant form of representation chosen by this movement, the Bolshevik party was
biguous even from the capitalist point-, of view? Zinoviev or Lenini
,

,

The Russian break was thus a factor of revolutionary elan, but its managerial
and political quality immediately called the tune for the world revolution. The
German revolution did not manage to supercede that and, moreover, this capitalist
cont.) of capitalist society on the basis of the movement from formal subsumption of labour under capital to the real subsumption of labour under capital. Finally, this text abandons the fetishism of the working class and poses the alternative of "communism or the destruction of the human species".
the revolution, already beaten
(2) As forms mediating between the flow and ebb of
1918-19.
of
in the winter
- Allgemeine Arbeiter-Union Beutschlands (General Workers' Union of Ger( 3 ) aaUD
sympathizing with the KMFD, founded in February 1920. split in October 1921
many)
(1

,

with the foundation of the aaUG,
aaUg - Allgemeine a rbe iter-Union sinheitsorganisation (Unitary General workers
Union)
(Free Workers
FaUD(d) - Freie Arbeiter-Union Ueutschlands (syndikalisten)
Union of Germany (syndicalists)) - reconstitution of the old syndicalist federation in 1919 .
\
(Free
FaU (Gelsenkirchen) - Freie a rbe iter- Union (Golsenkirchner Kichtung)
split
the
Workers' Union (Gelsenkirchen tendency)) emerged in October 1920 .after
in the FaUD(s). Member of the Moscow Frof intern.
.
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had to centralize all its forces to resolve the problems
which prepared the final solutions the Second .;orld War,
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The historical retreat dividing us from the German events reveals all their
limits, but a deep study of the less known sources should perhaps show that the
atmosphere was much more radical in the n-partacist movement, in the Ruhr Red
army, and in the riBlz bands and at the Leuna works than in the programmes and
managerialist directives which completely dominated the theoretical and political life of the German revolutionary movement (4) programmes not allowing us to
understand the events.
,

G ort er^_s_G r it icjue
iwven before the 1914-18 war, Herman Gorter had undertaken a critique of a. radical-reformist type typical of the second Internationalist left, a left also including Anton Pannakoek and Rosa Luxemburg, This left sought a subjective revolutionary way, all the while remaining entirely within the bounds of a class formalism, parliamentarian ism, and the trade union-bel eonist' vision, and seemed to
have found it in the spontaneous aggression by the proletariat.

This tendency drew near the Russian left during the war and, even if they did
not fully agree, they formed the left currents of Zimmerwald which were defeatist
and anti-militarist rather than clearly revolutionary. These butch and German
lefts (divided in Germany into the bremorl inke later becoming the International
socialists, and the Spartacists) towards the end of the war (1917-18) supported
the nolsheviks as loaders of the revolution they themselves believed to he antibourgeois and proletarian - which it was, but not in the way. they thought.
,

.

It was only with the tactic;:! orders of the Third International and the foreign
policy of the soviet state that they saw the classic social-democractic line of
the Bolshevik party, without basically understanding the reason for it. There was
Lenin's attack on extremism and the replies by Pannekoek and Gorter (5)

Luring these polemics and after the German experiences, this critique that can
be read in Gorter' s text took shape and one can summarize it thus, while simultaneously showing its limits
1/ The communist revolution is centered on the highly developed capitalist countries of west Europe and the eastern states of the Uuh. The important lessons are
to be learnt here and not in Russia. The international tactic should be fixed by
the ’western' communists, that is, anti-parliamentarianism, opposition to leaders,
and opposition to entry into the trade unions. Here, as in the rest of the German
and butch communists' analysis, the capitalist function of social -democracy was
not clear, they vaguely understood that social-democracy played a bourgeois role,
that the role of the parliamentary tribune was, just like that of the paternalist
figure as boss of the party and the trade union apparatus, was not at all revolutionary. But the anti-formalism never assumed a theoretical basis superceding
basically democractic arguments, a vision of the avant garde with elements of enlightenment, evoking the ideas of Tasca and eransci, mixed in, is found all too
often in the critique of the German communist left as it is to be found also in
the conception of the party (kerb) (6). bo this conception of the KALB and Gorter
is found in the tradition of Russian origin (Bakunist-1 eninist) of the party, the
components of which dominated the communist left of the period, that is, democrat.

ms say on Liberation
p„47, Herbert harcuse believes that
there were further dimensions. He. refers the reader to her blaue Reiter ed„ 1'.
Kandinsky (1912) and Raoul Hausmann Lie Kunst und die Gelt (1919)!
hare and
both in Manifesto 1905 - 1933 (bresden, 1956).
Pannekoek and H. Gorter Organisation und Taxt ik der prolotar ( 5 ) Published dn n.
ischcn Revolution' (brankfurt-am-i lain 1969) with an introduction of the theories
and histories of the butch left by h.M. Bock.
Party
(6) KaPL * kommunistische nrbeiter-fartei beutschlands (Communist workers'
of Germany), founded in npril 1920. For the kAlu theory of its role see Leits&tze iiber die Solle der Bartei in der prol etar ianische Revolution' (1921 ) (bngno. 2 )
lis’n translation in Revolutionary Perspectives
(4)
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Gcrtcr could conclude after thic critique that Russia, the 'hird International
social-democracy, and the democratic ce vocohts in *»sia were t: he considered as
enemies cf the revolution.
Three further general points of Gorter* s discourse have to be underlined
His faith in the rev ration being always possible during the mortal crisis of
capitalism (while admitting that the whole world was an enemy of the revolution,
including the proletariat, as wc shall see.,.).
- His organizational
council 1st and managerial ist formalism, which led him to the
,
formation of the KnI, which, however, he did net dare call the his tor ical party*
as later did left bordigism at the voluntarist formation of another international
the Internationalist Communist Tarty, ..iven if Gorter underlined the importance of
the critique and of the theoretical preparation by the throe KnTs fra: his international (The KkTs of iissen, Holland and Bulgaria, Sofia tendency), one of the important reasons for the split in the KHTL ( 11 ) was precisely the creation of this
international as if it was that of the future revolution.
- Finally, his total acceptance (still alive today in discussions between ultraleft ideologies) of the false contradiction between council and state and party
management.
-

*

-

’

The spectre of__the_irrole_tariat
H spectre wanders through the history of revolutions? the spectre of the proletariat. It was immediately awaited like the uessiah which should finally come to repay the sacrifices offered to progressive capitalism, the unifier, centralizer, and
industrial izer. Later, on the contrary, one saw ’it appear in social-democratic dress
participating in imperialist wars and parliamentary elections, living and accepting
the rhythms of the society of capital - production and consumption for the reproduction of labour power for a new production,
from time to time asking for increases in its share of the value produced, the quantitative platform with a potentially revolutionary quality thanks to .an acrobatic leap of the class.
.

,

.

The world proletariat was, for Gorter, who was always a prisoner to self-management and productivist logic, 'hostile to communism' Kb awaited human liberation
by the self -same proletariat through the class struggle, the wage claiming and reformist limits to which he was the first to see. ..hcTwill change this contradiction? History! The great a~oriorl open sesame of the ultra-left. This is how Gorter
explained all the marxist platitudes? in 1848 a proletarian revolution' was not
possible, but new! we await the consciousness - Godot (12).
’

The German 'unitary' managerialist, Otto Rtihle (13), in criticizing the everyday
life of families and workers' quarters, was the only one to sense that the critique
had to go far beyond politics as one would see thirty years later in another council 1st current with much more important dimensions, the bituationist current. Jut
Otto Rtihle went on to be an apologist for the extra,- bourgeois' insertion of the
proletariat into the capitalist productive apparatus.
In fact, until one comes to conceive* of the working class as an integrated and
'

(11) between the so-called kssen and Jerlin tendencies.
(12) The question of consciousness was not dealt with in Gorter* s text. It is, however, in Tannekoek' s reply to Lenin?
-orld Revolution and Communist Tactics and
even more deeply in Lukacs's History and Glass Consciousness (1923) This conception has recently been attacked by J, Baudrillard in The iilrror of 1 roduction
(1973 - English Translation bt. Louis 1975) who is a theorist of a "left structuralism' and who criticizes the eschatological rationalism' found in all marxism
and which is guilty of having founded a notion of history and of succession of modes
of production on which is erected a new teleology of 'circular auto- verifications
(1924 - bnglish Trans(13) In From the bourgeois tc the proletarian Revolution
•

'
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1

1

.

*
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1

’

lation, London 1974), Otto Rtihle, while still a managerialist and more limited than
Gorter in his vision of socialism, was the first to understand the victory of the
counter-revolution, "Henceforth the revolution has been lost for the German proletariat” . Sven Rtihle supported that the proletariat in the majority had been the ’enemy', the 'saboteur' and the traitor' opposed to the "liberation and revolt of its
own class". He always posed the revolution in terms of workers' councils and never
in terms of the self -negation of the proletariat.
'

—

integrating part of the reproduction process of capitalist society and until one
pose the revolution in terms escaping the division into classes, the perspective will always follow the play of developments and mutations in capitalist
society, without characterizing anything other than the class contradictions as
elements of the very movement of capitalism, of the dialectic of process, of the
perpetual metamorphoses of capitalist society.
conies to

The revolutionary critique, detach in.a- itself from this formal dialectical rationality (class/ capital class struggle/ consciousness crises/revolution) which
makes radical thought a source for original innovation fox’ capital's self-criticism,
factor of social reproduction and will seek to repose
if ill seize
its science as
the revolution in warx' s terms of 1844; communism as 'the real resolution of the
strife between existence and essence, between objectification and self- confirmation, between freedom and necessity, between the individual and the species'
?

,

,

Such a critique, abandoning the level of negativity anc undertaking forthwith
the positive and active rethinking of the revolution and thus, ourselves, will
have to supercede the separation between reason and sentiment, moreover, by unifying art and science, this critique will have to negate the society of capital oy
participating in a creative fashion in the final break with the old world, a break
which will allow the engendering of a human life that will be really communitarian
1

It is on this that a contemporary revolutionary vision ought to be founded. It
rshould not recognize the critique of the past as its immediate basis. This sup.always
left
of
the
old
marxism
Cvj. sion of the negative critique pushed out by the
obliges the fixing of the range and limits to the archeology of. communism, a problem that wo shall have to take up again.
'

Caret en JUHL,
Copenhagen, October
1973

'
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j’nort Ji_2lio£rophy_of Gorter^_s_.

ork

Xin butch unless otherwise indicated)
1904. debate between P. bomela i.ieuwehhuis. and Herman dorter on social -democracy

and anarchism
1905
1906
1908
1909
1910
1914
1918
1920

The fundamentals of social -democracy
doc iol .nomocracy and .anarchism
marxism and Revisionism (with anton Panriekoek)
Glass morals
Historical materialism
The Foundation of the butch GDI (with xannekoek and van- Havenstyn)
Thy a soeid -democratic party?
orld ar, and Socid Democracy
Imperialism,
The .orld Revolution (bnglish edition, Glasgow 1920
Open Letter to Comrade Lenin (in German, bng
The Foundations of Communism
1921)
lish edition in 'The Porkers' dreadnought'
The path of" the KID, the path ox Dr. Levi (in GorOpportunism in the big
The Glass struggle Organization of
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Our objective in founding the KaI, the programme of which contains- the conditions

for the victory of the proletariat, is to put quite clearly the revolutionary
struggle of the proletariat which, during the Russian and German revolutions, app-

eared under a totally new light, quite unlike before.

The best way we can demonstrate this is by showing the world, the forces of our opponents, the opponents of the revolution, and those of the proletariat itself. It is

from this comparison that the truth of the programme will emerge and, thus, equally
the need for the KaI.
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Russia
The real countries for the proletarian revolution are Lngland, Germany and part
of the eastern UbA.
These countries are truely proletarian. Jut, as before with the laris Commune,
history has again given rise to a revolution elsewhere; in Russia.
An-, as before in France, the revolution in Russia has demonstrated what it cannot be in proletarian countries, A small number oi characteristics, but all of the
greatest imporance, have been an example (just as the Commune was) for the proletarian revolution in England, Germany, and the UoA (and in other countries that make
the revolution after them) but most of the characteristics are of a bourgeois-democratic revolution, i.e. solely capitalist
The Russian revolution has become, a new and powerful source of light for the
world proletariat due to its double character: a partly proletarian, partly democratic-capitalist revolutiom. For, insofar as the revolution was proletarian, it
showed the world Proletariat the road to victory. Insofar as it was democraticcapitalist, it confronted it with new and enormous adversaries. For much of the
world is in the same state as Russia. In this area, that is, nearly all Asia, oouth
America, parts of Central and worth America, and. Africa, there lives a proletariat
arising in a pasant milieu. Revolution threatens in several places, workers and peasants would take part in this revolution.
The Russian revolution, located geographically equidistant between bast America,
west burope, and Central burope, on the one hand, and Asia on the other throws its
light simultaneously in two directions. To the est it shows the proletariat how to
the
make the proletarian revolution: feebly, but with the greatest importance. _To
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to
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national Russian state. These two, the doubting of the power of communism and nationalism, were totally inspired by the peasantry.
The enrolment of the proletariat in the army was a proletarian-communist measure.
But the admission of peasants was bourgeois-capitalist, for these peasants will
show (and did show) that they were the enemies of communism, not only economically,
but also from s military stand-point.
Undoubtedly the peasantry will fight the counter-revolution as long as its private possession of land is threatened. And the peasamts resisted Yudenitch, koltchak,
rang el etc., undoubtedly the Bolsheviks could maintain an alliance of peasants and
proletarians in the army because of the better food, quarters etc, But would they
still fight for the Bolsheviks once their private possession was assured and the
counter-revolution of the large landowners was no longer to be feared? ..lio, the peasants would most certainly not do that.
In this respect, the Polish campaign of 1920 by theBolsheviks posed a very interesting question. „hy did the Russian army suddenly begin to retreat? k hen the KAPD
representative, the author of these lines, posed the question at the ECCI Plenum in
Moscow in November 1920, Trotsky and Karski gave no clear reply. Confusion resulted.
One said that it was due to the failure of the civil service,, t.v e other said that it
was due to the military command, we now think that they did not want to give an honest answer and that the real answer was that the Russian peasants did not wish to go
further in the attack on European capitalism.
It is that the mass of the Russian peasantry no longer wants war against European
capitalism as soon as their property is secured against foreign intervention. And
the peasants are the majority of the Russian army. One cannot rely on their, aid for
a revolution in Europe,
Never could a really proletarian revolution enrol the peasants in the army for
armies must be absolutely communist. The Brest-Litovsk peace was bourgeois, i.e.
capitalist-democratic, a really proletarian revolution;. would remain hostile to all
capitalist forces and would await and '.support the rise of the proletarian forces.
Enfranchising workers was proletarian-communist. Enfranchising peasants -ahd other
active capitalists was bourgeois. A proletarian-communist revolution in Germany and
England would not enfranchise these elements before they had shown that they, were
communist.
The repression of the., independence and autonomy of action of the proletariat was
equally bourgeois-capitalist. The workers and their organizations did not gain the
direction cl control of industry, transport, and commerce.
The leaders' bureaucratism and despotism was also bourgeois-capitalist.
Corruption was also bourgeois-capitalist.
But. in conjunction with these three last points, what above all was bourgeoiscapitalist and to the greatest extent and from the start was the party dictatorship
of the Bolsheviks by which they hoped to lead the revolution to victory and to
found communism. It is in this party dictatorship, or, because it necessarily turns
into this, in the dictatorship of leaders, that the substance of the bourgeois cap it
alist revolution is to be. found, which is the best proof that the Russian revolution
was largely bourgeois-capitalist and not. communist, all this despite its origins.
The party dictatorship was bourgeois-capitalist in origin, because it resulted from
the power of the peasantry, the non-pfblatarian.class. A party dictatorship could take
on and lead the Russian peasant class. A proletarian class dictatorship could not.
For a proletarian class dictatorship will always tend towards pure communism. If it
has governmental power, the proletariat will not satisfy itself with less v; But the
excessive strength and number of the peasantry held up the realization of pure communism. Thus the proletariat as a class could not exercise the dictatorship. Only a
party could do sol The Bolshevik party! Exactly because it did not introduce pure
communism, but conceded to the peasantry, private property, and. capital. That the.
proletarian class could never do. It doctrine is and always will be, l«e are nothing,
vi
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.

let us be everything".
The Bolshevik party achieved dictatorship by the strength and support ox the
peasantry, and this party dictatorship was necessarily partly, in the larger part,
capitalist, because of the peasants' power.
It dominated the proletariat and was not its representative out its despot, certnonetheainly- the only possible one and, given the conditions, perhaps the best, but
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The Bolshevik dictatorship was necessarily bourgeois-capitalist because it originated in the power .of the peasantry. It was also so in its activity and goad, v.e bel-
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we shall cite the most important changes, without pre-occupying ourselves
with the chronology which is of no interest here because we only want to show the
passage to capitalism. The reader muses that behind all these changes hides the
peasantry. It did not struggle so much as a mass, it was not even organized, it onlyintervened locally, but, because of its large numbers and confused masses, it instantaneously transformed in a moment of elemental f once the whole of the -olshevik
party into its instrument and forced it (men like Lenin! ) to stand over and against
the class hostile to the peasantry and the origin of the Boshevik party.
ne can give examples from the bourgeois revolution where the representative oi a
class was compelled to rise against itself by the power of other classes, But in
these cases the two or several classes were always based on the same principle, e.g.
owners and financiers, such a struggle was therefore very small. In Russia by comp**
arisen, the representatives of a completely new world, the communist world, confronted the capitalist world, but they, however, struggled against their own class. ..-hat
they wanted was precisely the establ ishement of' capitalism;
partiiiith the smallest breath, all that was communist disappeared . Industry was
materraw
and
foods
important
in'
monopoly
state
ally denationalized, the complete
ials was lifted, state regulation of co-ops was ended, free internal trade- was reintroduced, the principle of. free state distribution to workers, employees etc. was.
abolished and the wages system re-introduced.
While communism was disappearing into the background, an increasingly powerful
capitalism took over the front of the stage.. Let us recall its main achievements,
but now :jjr detail so that the proletarians will see how the workers oi w est Lurcpe
will not allow themselves to be duped any longer, but they will see how they are
workthe only ones with the ability and the need to install communism, and not the
ers of the peasant- states.
Capitalist property returns! Vie assume that this resulted from the 'decree of the
Izvestia on June 18th. and.' appearing ih
BSF'bR dated may 27th. 1§21 published in
translation by one of the Russian
French
bats
in
the French paper Journal des a e
delegates to the Hague Congress...
This’ decree particularly determines that the right to run industry and commerce
is granted to all citizens. This right includes and is founded, on;
The right to own real estate, including the right to sell these estates and
I.
the right to lease land where the estate is located.
The right to sign contracts with the local authorities and to build on urban
II.
and rural land with property rights for 49 years.
industrial
III. Property rights, on movable goods, meaning factories and' workshops
agricproduction,
of
means
of
instruments
and commercial enterprises and the
financiers.
for
ultural and industrial products,
The right ,to mortgage property or to lend money.
IV.
V.
Rights to inventions, authorships, trade marks etc..
for a totVI. The right to written or legal succession for the family and children
al -value of 10,000 Gold Roubles.
Then all kinds of rights over bilateral contracts etc. etc..
May 15th.
Private land-ownership has evidently reappeared. The law projected for
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inal reasons, 3 ) if the state expropriated
but the Joviet i epsevere limitations in- some cases concerning personal acquisition,
isarj policy.
last
the
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ublic for the most part continued Btolypin' s
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first
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second,
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two)
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the right to farm the soil for one
when all
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only
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.
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so.
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in Russia, but
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alism could exploit. In brief, Russia took the path that all capitalist
aid
their
did
— not- quickly come to
~~ — —
uiiv European revolution
tho
uiio peasantry (if
i rom t’ne
v
small
a
hut, in this particular case, under the leadership of noted communists and
formerly communist, bureaucratic party.
The proletariat has become, even in the peasant countries, such an important factleaders, ii
or, its development war 50 great, that it took over (or rather, its
party took over) the establishment of capitalism (where it was weak). Against itself*
The Bolshevik party, then still communist, sought to base itself on the landless
peasants and the village poor at the beginning of 1916 Today, it supports the landed
peasants, it creates' farmers and. landless workers, in brief, it -builds capitalism.
conIndustry was transfered from full communist state possession, regulation, and.
largefree,
completely
trol", to another condition. Te tty industry has already become
branches have passed
important
most
of
the
some
Besides,
so.
partly
industry,
scale
where
over to trusts co-operating with the state, the so-called mixed enterprises,
the workers work, as everywhere, for wages.
stThese industries already have considerable independence, even regarding the
officials
ate, particularly in commerce, evidently their managers and even government
a.nd
are searching for new ways to make money. Competition between otner activities
state enterprises arose. This process is developing in industry.
Internal trade is free. One can buy and sell anything in Russia. Large and small
capitalists appeared in town and country.
Capitalism began with trade in peasant countries, the capitals so created then
created industry and banking oi’, where they already existed, extended them.
external trade is still apparently in the hands of the state, but that is merely
an appearance.
the
The huge Russian confederation of co-ops, the Tsentrosujuz, has already ^won
TsentIhe
right id external trade with some limitations that do not mean very much.
were always
rosujuz, spreading over the whole -country, especially with the peasants,
they trade
and still are completely capitalist and bourgeois institutions. In reality
ar<3
along purely capitalist linos. But the trusts, the large Industrial societies,
the
need
also gaining more and more autonomy in external trade. Certainly they still
something
foreign trade department's consent to their business, but who could refuse
'which nr
to these powerful companies in which the government is represented and
to
partially state funded? Kras sin gave a long list of these commercial enterprises
the representatives of the big states at the Hague.
finally, the Russian government is prepared to make large concessions to major
foreign capitalists arid in fact lent Ivrupp 4 million hectares for foreign agriculturetc.
al enterprise, without mentioning oil, forestry, and mineral concessions
with the
with
to
loads
that
here
financed
state
from
separated
was
Local finance
peasantry, one can quite clearly envisage.
matches,
Taxes were re-introduced, even indirect taxes, e.g-, on tobacco, cox fee,
soap, petrol, sugar, salt, beer, and textiles.
in internal
Finally, a state bank was run in a new manner, as the intermediary
costs, ns ookoland external business, It accepted and paid internal and external
individuals,
nikov explained at the Hague, the instrument was available to private
ousiness
private enterprises, and mixed enterprises Thus the volume oi banking
greatly and constantly increased in the Russian market.
Aron
At the hay (1922) session of the financial department, state bank director
called
section
bchiemann spoke on the Russian state bank after which the financial
for private banks.
entrepreneurs, busiotock exchanges were re-opened in the large towns, an army of
stock dealers, mernessmen, bankers, agents, and brokers of all kinds, speculators,
state capitalism, l lore,
chants, held again what little they were allowed by a type of
intellectuals, small office and
a middle class, shop owners, small industrialists,
living off the proletarbusiness employees, in fact the entire universe of vampires
private owners the peasantry.
iat, rose again frpm the-flanks of the huge army of
so in the country a largeThe new army of the bourgeoisie arose in the towns too,
arose as well
] y new army of the peasantry
small in number and, despite appearances, very weak
proletariat,
Between them, the
themselves, each alone
The new urban bourgeoisie and the peasants wanted to enrich
The army was mainly peasants' sons...
for all citizens ana
The whole world awaited only the freeing of foreign trade
for co-ops, trusts,, and in
peasants. As we have seen, it was already partially free
would not be long be fox
other cases, the most important and powerful. Truely, it
links will be in place and
all foreign trade was free again. Then all capitalism’s
difference between the oirth
the whole proletariat in chains. Is there really a great
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of capitalism In the peasant states of the preceding centuries (or even in America,
Australia, and South Africa, for instance, in the 19th. century) and its birth in
Russia? Certainly relations were different. There were free peasants in the colonies,
here they have left despotism and so, in part, medieval relations, Rut now, are not
all the Russian peasants free? ho, tU difference between the birth of capitalism
here and there is minimal. This is despite the fact that capitalism is being created
without the capitalists themselves and is arising either from the peasantry or foreigners, and that today it is establishing itself thanks tc the proletariat or more
and nearer the truth, thanks to the party with a proletarian origin.
foor Russian worker? You never had, even before Kronstadt, any direction or control, however small, over the state, neither you nor your organizations. All that was
held by a bureaucratic party and a dozen leaders, Rut you had something, some rights,
and capitalism had gone from the towns
And now? You. ycur class has neither industry nor trade. It never had the soil.
It no longer has the markets for food or the most important raw materials. Universal
compulsory labour no longer exists, the state no longer gives you anything free.
Capitalists and capitalist societies are there again, again there is wage struggle
and unemployment . There is wage-labour again and once more you are a wage slave.
There is even compulsory arbitration.
It .is true
there is still a little state capitalism and that the state lead+b = old honoured leaders of the Communist Party, That is true,
ers
Rut think$ What' use is your work? That use is the surplus-value that you daily
create? St belongs to the capitalists. Firstly it belongs to the peasantry. It is
used by the 'soviet states' government for the peasantry, to develop it economically
so that a capitalise- Russia Is created by the growing peasant economy.
Commu nism in Russia io an appeara nce in declin e, cap) ital ism is the growi ng real ity
shewn that a considerable new array and a capitalist state that one
can on.'.y cc
the "USA as to Its size and huge raw material wealth has been
Jolsheviks and is on its way to rising against the world proestabl ished under
letariat.
new and powerful enemy of the world proRussia, pap 5. tails! Russia, -has become
world -revolution.
leta:
,t,
;

II

Asia
Rel.ationshij.ds are 0 :: av p
uki
eric
Australia, and south America, but of Asia
we noted, we a: ;e net
e:.y b3 n eou ire:
where conditions are approaching those in -Russia.
WilCITG there ea
•:?.
India, butch East Indies, and China, there are
ur.tr ie;
In the main Asian
afe oppressed by native or foreign forces, or by
huge rtasses of small p\ asan 'JB
hose countries numbers 700 to 800 million people,
both ttogether. 'jav' p op Let 1\jJ. on
mostly small peasants, The struggle against native and foreign governments' misrule
is advancing in all "t- :o 2<2 countries. The revolution approaches. A rapidly growing
proletariat,. however, lives in these countries, growing both numerically and in class
apart from the rest of the population by the clarity of its
conscicusness stand.ii
aid- organization. It is not impossible that this proletariat
will load in the revolution, or share it with other classes.
Rut given that the proletariat, large scale industry and modern capital are far
lest, powerful there than In Russia, the revolution will certainly establish a nationalistic capitalist state, even more certainly than in Russia. It will be the same
in Asiatic Turkey, Persia, Arabia, Afghanistan, etc., where there are no modern proletarians (outside the few ports)
when Russia. was forced to introduce capitalism despite its heroic and far sighted
urel e tar la t, the issue was also settled for the Asian countries undergoing their rec
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volutions.
In all 'Awakening Asia' (in Siberia the situation is identical to that in Russia
and iii Japan capitalism already dominates) huge capitalist states hostile to the pro
letariat are In formation.
Russia, which has transformed itself into a capitalist state, a nationalist state
competing with sect Europe- and with America, precede this Asian capitalist evolution
and supports it. This evolution was greatly accelerated by the world war and the Rus
now covers all 'Asia and drags after it a huge part of the world.
sian revolution.
East appears in the light of the Russian revolution and capitalism
This xs how
All Asia which Is awakening Is the new enemy of the world proletariat and of the
-

revolution

,
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The Third International in Europe

Let us now turn to the west to see how Russian communism and apitalism shod
their light there too.
Russia has appeared to the r est of Europe fully in conformity with it character.
easy to uo.
the character of its half- communist, half- capitalist revolution, ihat was
European
that
the
what it accomplished
1:. fact it is due to the huge importance of
follows
Rusworkers watch and obey the Bolshevik party. All the Third International
From the start European workers were called on to perform a partly-proletarian,
partly bourgeois-capitalist revolution, just as in Russia.
And that is exactly why the .est European workers of the ihirci Intern*’. t ion. .1 xcllInstead of
ow Russia, even though their own countries should be strongly proletarian.
one.
a purely proletarian tactic, they follow an impure and party bourgeois
on other
It is equally impossible for a proletarian- oourgeois revolution to call
be negwould
countries to perform a purely communist revolution. For, so doing, they
lecting the bourgeois part, thus themselves.
formRussia and the Third International appealed for revolution, civil war, the
ation of workers' and soldiers' councils and a red army.
needBut at the same time they did not dare call for what the European revolution
fundamental
ed, firstly, the German revolution. They dared not support the really
measures for the European and German revolutions.
because
The Russian revolution and the Bolsheviks dared not do it from the star v,
a
represent
the demands themselves would have shown immediately that they did not
real proletarian revolution.
againRussia and the Third International did not support immediately the struggle
a
for
councils,
st the trade-unions as a basic struggle for workers' and soldiers'
destruction
the
civil war, a red army, in brief, for the revolution, the struggle for
and Germany)
of trade unions'. *. true, fully proletarian revolution (e.g. in England
would do so.
traae unions,
It would immedaitely set up factory organizations to replace the
Russia and the
for only the former can struggle and. form the basis of communism. As
be capitalThird International let the trade unions survive, they show themselves to
ist and that they neither wish nor dare eradicate European capitalism.
leavejhe
They do not demand an end to parliamentarianism in the revolution, but
before
European workers who have never fought alone (and so submitted to capitalism
parliament
can be made in
and. during the war) with the illusion that the revolution
or by leaders.
will enc.
A really proletarian revolution (e.g, in England, Germany, and the uoA)
bourparliamentarianism as soon as the revolution comes. Parliament is an arm of the
the
is
geoisie, the’ soviet and the factory organization with the workers' council
as soon
proletariat's arm that it will not establish alongside but against parliament
shows
it again
as the revolution enters with a bang. Because Russia does not dare,
unconscious,
or
conscious
being,
objective
true
its
capitalist,
that it is largely
capitalism.
Russian
but
revolution
European
-est
is
the
not
given its class', relations,
could show
They did not support the end to party dictatorship in west Europe. They
submission to
their bourgeois character no better than by this, it is exactly that,
the proletarparty slavery, that was the infection and fall of social democracy and
iat it had enslaved,
pre-war period
The dictatorship of the party over the masses was necessary in the
the proletariat
before the revolution, it is no longer so during the revolution. Then
organization, will decide.
in its factory organizations and parties -as a whole, as one
faced with the power
The trade unions and old parties with their leaders are too weak
enormous power in its crisis
of west European and 'north American capitalism, still an
than ever before. Only
and, because it is in mortal danger, more enormous, perhaps,
is w y
capitalism now. x
the new organizations, the KaP and the onion can oeat
dictatorship.
party
they must amalgamate. Thus it can no longer be a question of
from its party and.
strengthen
and
arrive
will
revolution
The real proletarian
Doth into one unite
Unionen, composed of factory organizations, and will transform
desire this conception,
for struggle. Because the Bolsheviks did not understand or
dictatorship as in Rusbecause they supported and tried to gain a party or leaders'
a flock of party sheep whic
sia ( a dozen leaders, as Rosa Luxemburg said, dominate
by their intermediary, tne great mass
~ and,
Gilt- desired moment
-o
action
OJLUil at the
l/U CUE
called to
XS
is OciXXUU.
purely bourgeoi md cap it
of the class which is stupid and does not think) by this
own evolution did
alist method., they have shown here, in est Europe, that their
^
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not -have a really proletarian nature, but wan mainly capitalist. Consequently the
Third International in following Russia showed the ame character.
And again, mere than that, by this decision, more so than any other, they have
led the proletariat here in Europe not to revolution but to defeat. This principle
of party or loaders' dictatorship, i.e. of individuals or small numbers who dominate
a stupid crowd, has equally thrown the German proletariat into the abyss. The real
proletarian revolution, as in Germany, sngland, and liorth America, could not be made
by a stupid mass led' by knowledgable leaders.
fortunately history takes care of the masses becoming conscious and their own master. And Insofar as they are not sufficiently so, they will be defeated, despite
<

;;

leaders.
It has to think and act for itself, history concerning itself with this. It had
made our enemies, the nest European and north American capitalists, so powerful that
the proletarian class mu st think and act for itself to defeat them. The proletariat
(i.e. the class), proletarians in person and together, must overcome the capitalist
class in thought and action in order to overcome this capitalist class, still strong
in its hour of death.
But the very fact that the Bolsheviks and the Third International expect a party
dictatorship here as in Russia shows most clearly that what they basically want, consciously or unconsciously, is not the destruction, but the reconstruction of European
and Russian capitalism.
The Russians expect all that of the European workers not as communists, represent
atives of the Russian proletariat, but as those of the Russian peasantry, rising Russian capitalism;
And the Bolsheviks are to do this exactly through the wretched Third International
This, and its stupid leaders, who have no more understanding than an ass of the real
conditions of struggle in west Europe and the differences with Rus&i where the real
motivating forces are of a capitalist nature, became an instrument of the Russians.
And the large masses turned to the Russians and the Third International, The test
European proletariat is so powerless so unable to think independently, that it sides
with Russia and the Russian Third Internationl (thus with capitalism) in its revolution, which must however, become the basis for the world revolution.
But it was so even from the start, before the Kronstadt revolt. Even in 1917-19,
when the Third Interned tonal was formed, these false principles of the European revolution penetrated Europe, thanks to Moscow.
Otherwise, as the Russian revolution was still going fairly well in its proletarian part, the European workers were already completely infected (and for so many
•years) by the capita?,. 1st principle of the party dictatorship pariiamentarianism,
and trade union organization and they were totally destroyed for the revolution.
Even the Third International proletarians are thus the revolution's enemies.
,
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IV

The “toj etarians of Asia

The European workers led by the Third International are not alone in being the enemies of the world revolution. It is now tte same for the Asian workers.
Even in that part of the world where, as we have stated, the revolution has to mat
ure, in many places in "
m
countries, India, butch East Indies and China, even
there the Russian tactic and that of the Third. International have changed the proletariat into the enemies of the revolution and into the friends of 'capitalism.
The Third International, guided by Russia, began by propagating the communist revo
lution in the ports, factories and an the railways of Dutch and British India, as in
.
west Europe.
But after having strongly invited the proletariat to very adventurous actions for
a very short period, actions ..even against the nationalists, l.e. the rising Chinese
and Indian capitalists, they.. soon, almost immediately, renounced this- tactic and persuaded the proletariat to join the nationalist- capital 1st movement in a united front.
Instead of beginning with a new tactic for the' workers to learn there, with fact*ory organizations, industrial unions and a completely distinct position for the proletariat in each economic and political struggle, the;/ dissolved the proletarian spir
it into the nationalist one, thus submitting the proletariat to rising national capitalism.
Do we need to -repeat that all this .proved the capitalist character of the Russian
revolution and the: Third, International?
The capitalist part of the Russian revolution (by far •iho'vcro important) started
trade with capitalist Asia, thus ending the autonomy of the proletarian revolution.
,
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The communist \i J workers in Ohina joined the democratic and nationalist movement of Sun Y at -Sen, i,e. submitted to it, the latter being by far the more powerful.
The communists (j ) in the hutch hast Indies, who were then independent oi the nationalist movement (the barlkat- Islam) the two having broken all links, rejoined them,
i.e. submitted to them, the nationalists being far more powerful.
In British India, an analogous tactic was adopted.
After the Third International had preached communism alone, it now called on workto struggle against England, against Indian feudalism and againers and peasants (
st the rich. The slogan was now "Freedom for the Indian people”, thus a nationaldemocratic republic, as in Russia (2).
One could perhaps say that it is the historic duty of the revolutionary workers
to destroy feudalism and foreign domination, replacing them with bourgeois democracy.
One must firstly say
Even Marx prescribed this tactic in the 'Communist manifesto
Dutch and British
In.
workers.
the
fool
that, if it were so, it must not happen to
by letting them
International
Third
the
India, China too, they fool the workers of
were
only being
fact,
they
when,
in
communist
believe that the revolution will be
where they
Russia,
Just
as
in
revolution!
forced to perform the bourgeois-democratic
just
established,
was
being
capitalism
when
fooled the workers with a 'sham communism
capitalrebuild
to
forced
they
were
where
as in Europe, America, Africa, Australia,
ism in the guise of communism, in the East they forced the workers to attack Indian
feudalism, attack Mandarin rule and foreign rule, under a false communist banner.
But secondly the communists' tactic is not the same as when the Communist Han
by
superceded
was
Marx
festo was written. The tactic dispenses with areas where
evolution. Otherwise the proletarian revolution would still be impossible and one
should have to bring bourgeois democracy to Europe. The essential thing, an alliance
even with democratic parties, imposed itself, Mow capitalism has entered its final
stage of trusts, domination by finance capitalism, and imperialism, a capitalist
world crisis has appeared and the proletarian revolution is possible in several
countries, The proletariat now immediately has to separate itself from the bourgeoisie and take up completely independent positions.
Even in the countries where the bourgeois-capitalist revolution again appears as
provisionally possible, as in China or India, .or when communism is established in
several cr tries, an authentically proletarian communism, not like that in Russia,
it will so attract workers of all countries that it will grow so rapidly in strength and will quickly gain ground even in countries where it is now impossible, and it
will win the whole world. This is why the workers of all countries must now prepare
for their own struggle against their masters, also keeping their opinions completely
distinct from those of the bourgeois-democratic and nationalist revolutions (3).
At the present stage of capitalism they car. also make a revolutionary alliance
with their west European brothers and those in America, as they are nearest to victory, to have them come to their aid and to install communism in their countries
equally rapidly.
The tactic of the Third International was and is in opposition to this in Asia.
as in Russia, they ally with the peasantry and democratic parties that want a national revolution, as in Russia and est Europe, it builds capitalism in Asia.
when Lenin was still a revolutionary communist, he habitually said that the est
European marxists did not want an uprising in Asia as it would end nest European affknow
luence. He even made this remark to me once. I did not reply then as I did not
before,
always,
have
that it was Lenin's real position. Mow I shall reply to him. I
revolutlong before, even imperialism, recommended that, as there are no proletarian
then,
must
one
ionary movements in India, one must do everything to create one and
posthis
find
still
when there is one, support it by propaganda and action. One can
it
supported
I
ition in many texts I wrote and signed and, what is raore significant,
practice.
into
in all parties I belonged to and which were also able to put it
But now I add that it was not possible before the war wnen it was not really
question of revolution in India or Asia, that a proletarian movement must, even in
this revolution, take a place quite apart from the nationalist movement and must never
,
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Turkey, the ally of the CommunistO) Tarty of Russia, has already sentenced communists to death,
Dutch power in the Indies tnrougn
(2) This is inherent to the collapse of English and
into classes. Division (as in
divided
is
a nationalist-capitalist revolution. Society
are available to the Dutch
compromises
and
finally
Ireland), corruption (as in Egypt)
perhaps be the result.
would
and
natives
and English, a mixed government of Europeans
Thus the workers must be fully independent.

’(j)

- 11 tactic for it.
programme
or
;hange
its
it
nor
sutmit to
Lenin and the Third International have inspired the proletarians of India and
China to form an alliance .with Asian nationalist capitalism and now I reply to Lenin
never have we supported capitalism in Lurope, now we preach revolt against European
capitalism to the Indians, But you. you support rising Asian capitalism, thus you
preach the subordination of the Asian proletariat to this nationalism and capitalism.
And this is no wonder i because capitalist, peasant, Russia must want a capitalist
a sia and the Third International has applied, this tactic of Russia.
It has transformed the proletarians cf India and China into enemies of the revolution. And if one now thinks that China, Dutch and British India form the largest
part of the Asian population, that Siberia also follows Moscow's tactic, one. can calmly state that even the Asian proletariat has become an enemy of the world, revolution.

V
The world proletariat

And if one considers now that the world proletariat, i.e. that of Lurope, America,
Australia, Africa and Asia is led by the Second and Third Internationals, and that
the former (which we have not shown) as well as the latter (which we have shown) is
counter-revolutionary, one can quietly affirm that the proletariat of the whole world
is now hostile to communism.
VI
the capitalist states
classes
all
of
All the
Once more all the classes of all the capitalist states are the revolution's, foes.
And also the Third International and Moscow have deceived the proletariat,
In fact noscow and the Third International have agan propagated several false principles which pushed the proletarians of Lurope and r'orth America towards a completely
false tactic and considerably strengthened capitalism.
They use above all ideas persued by Lenin (see his opinions of Asquith and Lloyd
George in his Left- wing Communism ) on the class divisions and the bourgeois parties
in the capitalist states, divisions that the communists could use, divisions between
monarchists and republicans, democrats and reactionaries etc.. Rone of this was at
all true, all the bourgeois parties (including social -democracy, the independents,
the Labour tarty etc.) in .all countries at all times formed an absolute compact united front against communism. On the contrary, the rise of this tactic put the proletariat at fault during the Lapp putsch and Rathenau’ s assassination. It came out for
the republic and against the monarchy instead of equating the two and fighting both.
Communism is in absolute opposition to capitalism, in both spirit and substance,
principle and practice. In the revolution leading from capitalism to communism there
are no economic and political actions where they can be in agreement. Ror using the
division between bourgeois parties means joining ono of them and forming an alliance,
and, as the contradictions are also irreconcilable with this one too, such a tactic
leads to the most terrible defeats and even to the complete corruption of the communist party when the bourgeois parties turn against the communists at the decisive
moment
The well known faith in the capacity of the peasants and the middle classes also
belongs to these false principles. Russia has depended on this faith in Lurope and
based its tactics on it. Despite the very grave situation in many European countries,
one cannot see these elements being won to the communist-revolutionary cause anymore.
That is why the true revolutionaries know that a revolutionary tactic which must prepare the beginning and the course of the world revolution, must not depend on these
classes, even though fractions of them will join the proletariat at the end when its
victory is certain.
And this tactic of alliance with the peasant-bourgeois parties also prooves the
peasant- capitalist nature of the Russian revolution. It was accepted by the European
workers only because they were again equally bourgeois.
The Russians, as bourgeois revolutionaries, wanted compromise in -jest aurope lor
fear of the really proletarian elements. They recommended compromises to the communists instead of a truely proletarian revolution.
But that is not at all proletarian* a truely proletarian revolution counts on itself and will fight the democrats, social -democrats, monarchists, reactionaries, and
republicans,
Consequently liberals and conservatives, democrats, social -democrats, monarchists
reactionaries and republicans are all equally its enemies.
'
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the -states of the capitalist world

and what is true for all the classes of the capitalist states is also true for
these states themselves. According to Russia and the Third. International, communists
must also take part in the divisions between bourgeois states.
For years the Third International s publications echoed the threat of a new war
between these states, Moscow' s proclamations always contain this language, an a new
revolution will break out following this warS One will then restore the courage of
the proletariat with the old fanfare on the power of the proletariat and. the old insult (but sounding false and artificial) of the enemies, n real revolutionary would
not take part in that. For the truth is that the capitalist states, i.e, England, France, Germany, Italy, Russia, and the UGh are passing from the. first to the last stage
of the crisis leading to war, that they are all together opposed to communism and that,
if the revolution comes, they will end with war's confusion to deal with communism.
The proletariat, the really revolutionary proletariat, acts wisely when it decides
on its tactics for the united front of capitalism, despite all the disagreements among its sections. In answer one can say that capitalism is united and communism
cannot compromise with one of its parties.
But even this compromise tactic with the bourgeois states (because the hope of division between them leads to this) originates in the Russian bourgeois revolution. This
necessarily leads to compromises and alliances with Germany or Britain, .with Turkey
or the Asian states that are awakening to national capitalism, because national capitalism has to be restored in Russia, but a really proletarian revolution will make
no alliances with the bourgeois states. This alliance, as well as the alliance with
bourgeois parties, will always end in defeat (4). This revolution will ally only
with revolutionary proletarians in other countries.
This whole policy, based on the division between bourgeois states, is only grandiose in appearance, in reality it represents habitual reformism. But now on a world
scale and not nationally as before. It is no less vulgar than the other.
Truely, all capitalist states are uniformly hostile to communism. Together they
will attack' all countries where .communism is victorious as they attacked Russia when
it was still partially communist
5
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Once again on Russia

arid

the Third International

we aro returning to the subject of Russia to understand more clearly this force
opposing the world revolution, but which tries to appear to favour it. Because now
it is the most infamous opponent of the world revolution and the most dangerous. Irecisely because it tries to ajjpear to cherish it.
The Kronstadt revolt broke out, Russia had to return to full capitalism. One could
say that, subjectively, the whole revolution vanished, its foundations, measures and
preparation, from the side of Russia and the Third International
Russia signed contracts with states and private individuals and has gone over to
capitalist reconstruction thanks to trusts, mixed enterprises, concessions, recognition of industrial property rights, commerce, and agriculture too, the re-establish-?
ment of the wages system etc,, and, as we have seen, recognition of the capitalist
principle of revolution, to realize the power of the peasantry, of the middle classes,
of capitalism in general, on a very large scale. Communism totally disappeared, all
that was left was the very. small goal of state capitalism - consumption, and now Europe must follow! There too communism must disapppear. That is to say that only the
communist phrases and teachings for the proletariat remain, otherwise it could revolt
against Russia. That could not be allowed since Russia wanted to receive as much foreign aid as possible for capitalist reconstruction. Communist phrases remained, therefore, but the ac tion was absolutely, capitalist. Capitalist Russia could no longer
support a revolution in Germany or England because it would mean the decline of this
country already so exhausted, regarding capitalism. Go, finished with the revolutionin Europe!
All this is what, then, began this terrible deception of the European and world
proletariat, this dialogue with a double meaning which talks simultaneously of the
overthrow and the reconstruction of capitalism, which advocates overthrow and reforms,

Internat(4) It is sufficient to reed, the proclamation of the Congress of the Third
ional at the Congress of Trade Unions in British India. One finds the above slogans.
30 . 12 22 .)
Of communism, not a word, (see The Communist
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which simultaneously says that reforms are impossible but makes the revolution impossible by the programme of reforms. It is thus that the. game of programmes and, compromises will begins legal factory councils, control over production, accounting of
material values, workers' government etc., which are impossible in so far as these
reforms can only be achieved through revolution, but Russia and the Third International praise them as measures preceding the revolution. One searches for safeguards in
these slogans for the appearance of the revolution, but in fact, by this deception,
they want to build capitalism and stop the revolution, and finally one assembles the
means of castrating the revolution in one principles the united front of the proletariat. Unity, from the boskes, ocheidemanhs and Hilf eatings to the Communist Tarty.
The talk is revolutionary, for a. united front is certainly needed for the revolution;
but only the communist united front. The action is capitalist, for capitalism needs
a united counter-revolutionary front, from the social -democrats to the communists. Thi
slogan surpasses in its duplicity all that has yet happened in the workers' movement.
It is the rigorous emanation of the Russian capitalist revolution in its double sense,
nnd the Third International takes up this shibboleth! And the Communist Tarty of
Germany, where the revolution is a constant threat, adopts it
This shibboleth;, the unity of workers who do not want the same thing, who are mostly still totally dependent on capitalist ideology; is the purest and most authentic
capitalist method to lead the unarmed proletariat out before machine guns, before'
which it would not be really united, and to a massacre of such a character that the
Commune massacre, the Finnish and Hungarian revolutions would be child's play by comparison. ouch a united front, uniting the social-democrats and communists, would in
fact guarantee the proletariat's defeat. The social-democrats would drop the communists
as soon as fighting was needed, and a general proletarian massacre is certain 5)
This order was the final section of the hoscow tactic. It was the last word of the
Russian capitalist revolution. It showed that Russia and the Third International,
which wished to build capitalism while calling for revolution and leading the proletariat to destruction by using what it had that was most sacred, are the most important enemies of the world revolution (6).
•(
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«

hen Karl L iebknecht and his small group struggled in that historic hour in the

z,irkus Busch against the fallacy of the 'united front',, he already saw the guns coldly aimed at him and the, crowd shout Unity S' . This was and is the slogan of the coun5

ter-revolution. Karl Liebkriecht' 3 slogan was 'Clarity now, unity later'. Clarity bn
the immediate tasks of the working class that expressed themselves thus; 'The factories to us? The land to usbT/own with capitalist private property! All power to the'
workers' councils? Dictatorship of the proletariat?' These are the. words of the proletarian revolution! This is the only salvation for the working class.
now. It lies like
(6) Russia, with its double revolutionary character, looks terrible
put out t'o
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a
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for the "world revolution. But Russia and the Bolshevik government scorned the KnTD
and refused its help. It prefered a hideous mob of workers and capitalists' assembled
on the beach who either applauded or insulted it, but either could not or would not
help, proletarian Russia
later Russia capitulated to the crowd and returned to capitalism with it. That was
what it basically wanted to do as its capitalist character was infinitely stronger
than its proletarian one. It has shown clearest the non-proletarian character of its
revolution by rejecting the genuinely revolutionary and proletarian aid coming from
surope, and. thus the salvation of its own proletariat and that of the world.
Could one have -a clearer demonstration than that of a govenment based on the proletariat that refuses the only way to liberation for that proletariat and. that of the
world? w e would advise our Russian comrades of these facts on. the Bolsheviks and the
Soviet governments the imposition of a counter-revolutionary programme on Europe and
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your fault and which neither we nor history will forgive you, is that you imposed a
counter-revolutionary programme and tactic on the world proletariat, and you rejected
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why the La I calls for the formation of a revolutionary organization againsi
this great enemy, against world capital, Russia, the Third and second Internationals.
It does not want trade unions but factory organizations, not parliamentary parties
but workers’ councils (soviets), not a party but a class dictatorship . For the sign
of victory for it is the soviet.
It wishes to change all the proletarians of iuropo, America, Asis Africa, and
Australia into conscious communists by means of these new organizations.
It does not wish to compromise with social -democrats or ether workers' parties,
which it considers as capitalist enemies..
It does not want to compromise with a capitalist party or state because it knows
that they are mortal enemies. It wishes to unite the proletariat for a frontal attack
on capitalism, a struggle that the proletariat will be conscious of in its meaning,
means and end and so will lead by its full consciousness and. autonomous activity
The Kill wishes to eccv.-s® a new spirit in the proletariat, the communist spirit, and
so lead the revolution and lead it to victory.
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T URNAT IOhAL

The Third International is a Russian creation, a creation of the Russian Communist Party. It was set up to support the Russian revolution, that is, a partly
proletarian, partly bourgeois revolution.

1.

because of the double character of the Russian revolution, to the extent that
the Third International must support the proletarian Russian revolution as much
as the bourgeois one, thus equally by the double character of its goal, the third
International became a partly proletarian, partly capitalist organization.

2.

It was a proletarian organization for the suppression of capitalism as far as it
called for revolution and the expropriation of the capitalists, as far as it
maintained parliamentarianism, trade unions, and leaders' dictatorship, it was a
bourgeois organization created to build and maintain capitalism, since they do
not lead to communism, but to capitalism' s maintenance.

3.

Thus the Third International was a partly counter-revolutionary organization
from the start.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

This organization no longer leads to the victory, but to the defeat of the proletariat in European countries.
Pow that since the spring of 1921, the Bolshevik party, which exercises a. dictatorship in Russia, has passed over to capitalism, it rapidly enforces the return to capitalism by means of the Third International and then, starting from
the spring of 1921, the Third International became completely capitalist and
bourgeois. The revolution was abandoned and only reforms were hoped for. Its
goal became the rebuilding of capitalism.

ns Russian capitalism had to be rebuilt and as this capitalism can only be rebuilt with the restoration and reconstruction of European capitalism, the ihird
International was forced to abandon revolution and return to reformism, that is,
to make its goal the reconstruction of capitalism.
And to reconstruct capitalism, the Third International; just as the Russian Bolshevik (now capitalist) party formed links with the European capitalist govern
ments and European capitalism to rebuild Russian capitalism; forms llianoes now
with the Second International, the 24' International, xor the reconstruction of
European capitalism.
'
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